Converting remote sensing point cloud data (PCD) into solid CAD models consisting of civil infrastructure components is a crucial step in generating the asbuilt building information models. Previous research has enabled automatic generation of surface primitives from raw PCDs. However, the fully automatic conversion from surface primitives to infrastructure component models remains an unsolved problem. In this work, an automatic and linear-runtime approach is presented which generates the as-built infrastructure component models by recognizing the solid CAD entities and learning the infrastructure component labels from the fitted surface primitives. The algorithm utilizes a decision tree with the following decision variables: the type, parametric model, orientation, and mutual geometric relations of the fitted surface primitives. The decision tree is trained with easily generated synthetic data and is applied to query real-world data with complexity O(1). The output of the solid entities includes cuboid, cylinder, ball, etc. and the infrastructure component labels such as columns, caps, deck, beams, etc. The algorithm is tested with various PCDs modeling real bridges.
INTRODUCTION
Changes during the construction phase and the operating phase of the infrastructure life cycle can be represented in as-built building information models (BIMs) to enable the representation of actual states of an existing facility more truthfully than the as-designed documents. However, the conventional process of generating an as-built BIM is a time-consuming manual process. Therefore, recent research has been focused on the automatic generation of as-built BIMs. Typically, the generation process of an as-built BIM takes the remote sensing point cloud data (PCD) as input. Then geometric models are extracted from the raw PCDs. Besides the geometric models, different components of the facility are recognized and the components' descriptions are generated. Finally, the geometric models combined with the facility component information are output into industrial data formats, e.g. Industry Foundation Classes (IFC) data models.
To automate the generation of as-built BIMs, both extracting geometric models from raw PCDs and recognizing the facility components must be automated. The problem of automatically extracting the geometric primitives has been largely solved, either by extracting the planar patches from PCDs (Zhang, G., et al, 2012) , or by extracting surface/shape primitives from the point clouds (Zhang, G., et al 2013; Schnabel, R., et al 2007; Li, Y., et al 2011) . Although there is a solution to semantic learning for indoor environments (Xiong, X., et al 2013) , no solution exists for recognizing components and generating semantic models of infrastructures like bridges. We address this problem by proposing a novel method to recognize both the semantic labels of facility components (e.g. beams, deck, columns, etc.) and geometric entity labels of computer-aided design (CAD) models (e.g. cuboids, cylinders, sheet, etc.). Note that there is not necessarily a one-to-one mapping between these two kinds of labels. We tested the method on bridge PCDs, however the same principles and method should work for other structures as well (e.g. parking decks, building skeletons, etc.). The method takes the extracted surface primitives as input, then classifies the primitives into different classes of components or entities, and finally generates the CAD and IFC models with both the geometric information and semantic labels. The algorithm is designed for fast application: the classification step is of linear runtime. The algorithm is tested with PCDs modeling real-world bridges, and evaluated based on the classification error compared to the ground truth. Both evaluated results reveal the effectiveness of the algorithm.
RELATED WORK
The work in this paper is related to 3D entity models extraction from point cloud data. In 1993, (Arman, F., et al 1993) proposed a method to recognize CAD models from range images by generating a strategy to select models' geometric features in sequence for identifying and localizing the model in the scene. The strategy is guided by objects' visibility, detectability, frequency of occurrence, etc, and the file output is stored in standard CAD models. Different from this, recent research in the computing in civil engineering community mainly studies the problem of entity model recognition for as-built BIMs. In (Bosché, F., et al, 2008 (Bosché, F., et al, , 2010 , a method based on an Iterative Closest Point (ICP)-based fine registration is proposed for recognizing CAD model objects from laser scans. Similarly, (Kim, C, et al 2011) also addresses the matching between the point clouds and the CAD models. They target the application of more complicated CAD models with registration combining principal component analysis coarse registration, and ICP fine registration. Another series of work aimed at as-built BIMs is presented in (Xiong, X., et al 2013) , which utilizes supervised stacked learning to learn indoor environments. The data-driven approach relies on high-quality and large training datasets, which themselves are difficult to obtain. Moreover, it is for indoor surroundings, not for the outdoor infrastructure that we target.
Different from the existing methods, our approach builds upon the previous work for shape primitive extraction (Zhang, G., et al 2013) . The retrieval of the model entities is done by classification with the primitive information instead of performing registration, which makes our method able to execute with linear runtime, much more efficiently than the existing methods.
PROPOSED METHOD
The proposed method consists of four major algorithms:
(1) Pre-processing step: to extract the surface primitives and the support given an input query PCD, in order to generate classification features in later steps.
(2) Feature extraction step: to generate the proposed feature vectors, which capture the distinct geometric properties of each component to facilitate classification. (3) Classification step: to classify each surface primitive and generate the labels for both the facility component labels and geometric entity labels, with a pre-trained multiple-class adaboost decision tree. (4) Model generation and output step: based on the labels generated from classifier, this step generates the final CAD model files and IFC files for as-built BIMs.
The following flowchart illustrates the structure of the proposed algorithm. Although the proposed algorithm is generic and can be applied to different facilities, we focus on the application to bridge point cloud data. Features for classification. Given the input data consisting of multiple surface primitives {ℳ } and the corresponding support set { } for the primitives, a set of feature vector { } is generated with one feature vector corresponding to one extracted primitive. The feature vector is a (9 + 2 ) dimensional vector consisting of the coordinates:
= [ , , , , ] , where is the number of the primitive types. This feature vector captures the following information of each input primitive: primitive type, principal direction, normal vector, spatial scale and neighborhood statistics. The details of each subvector are elaborated as follows.
(1) ∈ ℕ is an index encoding the type of the surface primitive. For example, in the case of a bridge whose surface primitive set has planes and cylinders, then can be encoded with indices {1, 2} as: = 1, 2, (2) ∈ ℝ is the normal of each surface primitive. This corresponds to the coefficients of the -term, -term and -term in the estimated surface primitive model.
(3) ∈ ℝ is a unit vector which captures the principal direction of the support of the primitive ℳ . Given the support of primitive ℳ as ∈ ℝ × , is first centered by it mean, yielding , then is computed by finding the eigenvector corresponding to the largest eigenvalue from ̅ . Note that since we only need the first principal eigenvector, performing a power iteration is sufficient instead of performing a full spectral decomposition, where the latter one is of much more computational cost.
(4) ∈ ℝ is a vector capturing the relative scale of bounding box size compared to the bounding box size of the whole point set. Assuming the whole point set is { = ( , , )} , then the bounding box size of { } is given by (5) ∈ ℝ is a vector capturing the neighborhood statistics indicating the number of each primitive types which are in 1-distance neighbor (directly connected) of the current surface primitive. For example, in the case of a bridge with only planes and cylinders, a primitive is directly connected to 3 cylinders and 2 other planes, then = [2, 3]. The connectivity is determined by thresholding on the single-linkage pairwise Euclidean distance of each support.
Adaboost for classification.
Given the synthetic training dataset with ground truth infrastructure labels and CAD entity labels, we first compute the feature vector of each primitive. Then the feature vectors and the training labels are used to train the classifier (in total two classifiers are trained; one for classifying infrastructure component labels and one for CAD entity labels). Considering that the feature vector consists of different variable types (categorical, discrete, and continuous variables) and the classification problem is nonlinear, we proposed to use AdaBoosted decision trees for the classification.
AdaBoost is an iterative procedure which combines many weak classifiers with different weights to approximate the optimal Bayes classifier. In our work, maximum entropy decision trees are used as the weak classifiers. In the training phase, during each AdaBoost iteration, the feature vectors are first used to train one decision tree. Then according to the classification error, the classifier is weighted by a weight learnt by AdaBoost algorithm with an exponential loss function. Specifically, for the multi-class problem in our case, we use the SAMME algorithm (Zhu, J., et al 2009) , which utilizes the population minimizer of multi-class exponential loss. Given the input feature set { } containing classes, the algorithm starts by initializing all the weights for weak classifiers as = . Then if weak classifiers, i.e. the decision trees, will be boosted, in total iterations need to be conducted. In each iteration, the algorithm first induces a decision tree 
where is the number of classes. All the weights are then normalized before the next iteration. After iterations, the final hypothesis is given as
Decision Tree Induction. Decision tree is a nonmetric method for classification and regression (Duda et al, 2012) . The decision tree used in our work follows binary-tree structures, with each node imposing one splitting criterion on one feature in the feature vector. The outcome of each node corresponds to a decision with respect to the feature of the node and yields a splitting of a subset in the training data. Hierarchically, the full training set is split by the root node, while each successive decision splits the proper subset of the data. The decision trees used as a weak classifier in our multi-class AdaBoost are linear decision trees, which generate decision boundaries aligned with the axis hyper-planes in the (9 + 2 ) dimensional feature space. The testing runtime of a decision tree is linear, and the Adaboosted classifier is of linear runtime. The training of the decision tree is done by top-down induction. In each iteration a decision attribute is selected and assigned for the next node. Then according to the attribute, the training subset is split, creating the descendants of the node. The induction terminates if all the training data is perfect classified.
The attribute selection criterion used in our work is to choose the attribute which maximizes the information gain, or equivalently achieves the most reduction in entropy. Given a subset of training set ℳ = { } for current node and its corresponding label set ℒ = {ℓ } , we first measure the entropy before decision as
Assume that after the binary decision , set ℳ is partitioned into ℳ and ℳ , and |ℳ | = |ℳ | + |ℳ | , then the entropy reduction is measured by information gain:
Notice that when the decision is to split between feature values , , ( ≤ ) , then any value between , will lead to the same entropy reduction. In this case we select the threshold to be ( + )/2.
Classification and Output Generation. Once the multi-class AdaBoosted decision tree classifier is trained with the synthetic training samples, it can be used to classify the query PCD directly.
Two classifiers are trained which correspond to two types of labels: infrastructure component labels and CAD entity labels. The infrastructure component labels the semantic description of the component. For example, in the case of bridge infrastructure, component labels include "deck", "beam", "columns", etc. The CAD entity labels include geometric solid models, e.g. "cuboid", "cylinder", "sheet", etc.
After classification, the CAD models are generated by finding the bounding box of support set { } belonging to the same CAD entity. The CAD models are output in ply format. Similarly, IFC files are written according to the infrastructure component labels and the support set. The files are output with IFC4 specifications (buildingSMART, 2013) .
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In the experiment, a synthetic training set and two query PCDs are generated according to the real configurations and dimensions of pier supported concrete bridges. The training sets are of lower density than query PCD. Measurement noise of query PCD is simulated with Gaussian noise of standard deviation of 1cm. The infrastructure component labels include: 'Pier column', 'Pier cap', 'Beam', 'Barrier', 'Deck', and 'Wingwall'. CAD entity labels include: 'Cylinder', 'Cuboid', and 'Sheet'. In general, the classifying infrastructure component labels is more difficult than classifying the CAD entity labels.
In the training phase, 10 PCDs with the ground truth labels are used for training. Figure 2 demonstrates the classification error of the infrastructure component labels w.r.t. the number of decision tree used. The training classification error drops to 0 when the number of decision trees reaches 51. For robustness, we use 55 decision trees for the final classifier. 
CONCLUSION
In this paper an approach to recognize and classify the infrastructure components for as-built BIMs is proposed. The main contributions are: (1) we propose the feature vectors capturing the distinct geometric properties of the civil components; and (2) based on the features we design a classifier for classifying both infrastructure component labels and geometric entity labels. The algorithm takes a set of found shape primitives and their support as input, generates the corresponding feature vectors, and classifies them with a multi-class AdaBoost Decision Tree, which is trained using a synthetic training set. The final result is output as CAD and IFC files with the infrastructure component labels. Experimental results applying to synthetic bridge data reveal the effectiveness of the algorithm. The future work includes the extension of the approach for other types of civil infrastructures. 
